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Every vertex-transitive graph has a characteristic structure. The specific 
details of structure of a vertex-transitive graph are closely related to the con- 
figuration of the parts of any minimum separating set of that graph. It is shown 
for a vertex-transitive graph G that (i) the number H of isomorphic atomic parts 
admitted by any minimum separating set S is unique for that G; (ii) G is then 
isomorphic to a disjoint union of m(>2) copies of such a set of n atomic parts 
together with some additional edges joining them; (iii) any minimum separating 
set S of G consists of the vertex set of the union of some k(> 1) copies of the 
set of tz atomic parts; (iv) at most one nonatomic part will be admitted in con- 
junction with one or more atomic parts by any minimum separating set of G. 
This configuration of structure extends to nonatomic parts. A vertex-transitive 
graph G may contain a not necessarily unique minimum separating set S which 
admits t(>3) nonatomic parts. Then it is shown that (i) some (t - 1)-set of these 
nonatomic parts are pairwise isomorphic; (ii) if the remaining nonatomic part is 
nonisomorphic to the others then it contains more vertices than the other 
parts; (iii) G is isomorphic to a disjoint union of d(>2) copies of the set of 
q(> t - 1) isomorphic nonatomic parts together with some additional edges 
joining them; (iv) a minimum separating set S consists of the vertex set of the 
union of some JJ( > 1) copies of the set of 4 isomorphic nonatomic parts. For the 
case oft = 2 non-atomic parts admitted by a minimum separating set S, counter- 
examples of (iii) and (iv) are given. 
1. INTXODU~TI~N 
This paper considers finite, connected, undirected graphs without 
loops or multiple edges, and the symbol G always denotes such a graph 
Let K(G) and p(G) denote, respectively, the vertex connectivity of any 
graph and the degree of regularity of a vertex-transitive graph. 
M. E. Watkins [6, Theorem Z(ii)] has shown that a hypoconnecte 
(K(G) < p(G)) vertex-transitive graph G is isomorphic to the disjoint 
union of n >, 2 copies of an atomic part of G together with some additional 
edges joining them. This result is trivially true for K(G) = p(G) where 
singIe vertices are atomic parts. 
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These results have now been strengthened to show that if k atomic parts 
are admitted by some minimum separating set of vertex-transitive G, then 
G is isomorphic to a disjoint union of two or more copies of the set of k 
atomic parts together with some edges joining them. In addition, the 
uniqueness of k, the relationship of k to K(G), and further results about 
parts configurations are proven. 
In the case that a minimum separating set admits at least three non- 
atomic parts, then an extension of the results pertaining to atomic parts 
is shown to obtain for nonatomic parts. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The terminology in this paper is that used by 0. Ore [4] and M. E. 
Watkins [6], and [6] is recommended for a detailed discussion of atomic 
parts. We include several definitions here for completeness. 
We say G is vertex-transitive if the group of graph-automorphisms of G, 
denoted A(G), acts transitively on V(G). 
If U 2 V(G), then the section subgraph G(U) has vertex set U; and edge 
e E E(G(U)) if and only if e E E(G) and both ends of e belong to U. 
The complete graph on y2 vertices and the circuit on n vertices are 
denoted K, and C, , respectively. Let K,,, denote the usual complete 
bipartite graph on 2 cells of n vertices. Obviously, K, , C, , K,,, are all 
vertex-transitive graphs. 
If G is connected, a subset C c V(G) is a cutset of G if G(V(G) - C) 
is not connected. We denote by C(G) the class of cutsets of G which have 
cardinality K(G); i.e., the minimum cutsets of G. Note that C(G) is empty 
if and only if G is a complete graph. A maximal connected subgraph P of 
graph G(V(G) - S) for any S E C(G) is called a part of G with respect 
to S, and we say S admits part P. Every element of S E C(G) is adjacent to at 
least one vertex of every part admitted by S; otherwise, the minimality of 
S is contradicted. Accordingly, a part P with respect to some minimum 
cutset is associated with a unique S E C(G). 
M. E. Watkins [6] defined 
p(G) = min{min(l V(P)]: P is a part w.r.t. S}: S E C(G)}. 
A part P is called an atomic part if j V(P)\ = p(G). M. E. Watkins [6, 
Theorem 2(i)] showed that if P is an atomic part of a vertex-transitive 
graph, then P is a vertex-transitive graph. 
Since a graph automorphism preserves adjacency of vertices the proof 
of the following lemma is immediate. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let P be a part of G associated uniquely with rnin~~~~~~ 
cutset S, . Suppose 0 E A(G). Then B(S,) E C(G) and 8(P) is apart ~~~q~e~~ 
associated with B(S,). 
For use as examples, we require the definition due to F. Harary [2] 
and G. Sabidussi [5] of a lexicographic producr of graphs Hz and Hz ) 
denoted HI 0 H, . Define G = HI 0 H, by 
V(G) = V(Hl) x 
and [(x1 , x2), (y, , yz)] E E(G) if and only if either 
M. E. Watkins [7] showed that if HI and Hz are connected and vertex- 
transitive and HI is not complete, then G = HI 0 Hz is vertex-transitive 
and K(G) = ail]. 
3. CONFIGURATIONS PERTAINING TO ATOMIC PARTS 
An important result on which the following discussion is based is due 
to M. E. Watkins. 
THEOREM 3.1 16, Theorem l]. In a connected graph, distinct atomic 
parts are disjoint. 
A recent theorem by W. Mader also serves here. 
THEOREM 3.2 13, Theorem 11. Let P be an atomic part of G and 
S E C(G). Then either V(P) n S = m or V(P) C S. 
Notice that S and P are arbitrarily selected and S need not admit P 
for the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2. 
Adapting the terminology of Wielandt [S] to a~tomor~hism groups of 
graphs, we shall call a set B C V(G) a block of a graph G with respect to 
A(G) if for all 19 E A(G) then either 6(B) = B or B(3) n B = o e If G is 
vertex-transitive and if the only blocks of G are @, V(G), and singleton 
subsets of V(G), then we say A(G) is a primitive permutation group. 
Otherwise, A(G) is said to be imprimitive. If BI , Bz are blocks and 
Of&) = & for some 8 E A(G), we say & and B, are conjugate. 7ik set 
of all blocks of G which are conjugate to some block B is called a complete 
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block system. Watkins remarks [6, p. 281 that the totality of vertex sets of 
atomic parts of a vertex transitive G form an imprimitive complete block 
system if 0 < K(G) < p(G). 
The new thrust is to prove for vertex-transitive G that (i) an entire set 
of k > 2 atomic parts admitted by a minimum cutset forms a block; 
(ii) a minimum cutset which admits d 3 3 parts will have a set of at least 
two isomorphic minimal garts which form a block; (iii) either of these 
two types of blocks can be used to form a complete block system of 
imprimitivity for A(G) which contains every element of V(G). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a graph and suppose S E C(G) admits exactly 
k > 1 atomic parts PI ,..., PI,. Let B denote the disjoint union of these 
k parts. Then B is a block of G with respect to A(G). 
Proof. Suppose % E A(G) is such that %(PJ n Pj # m for some 
i, j. By Lemma 2.1, %(Pi) is an atomic part uniquely associated with 
%(S) E C(G). Since %(PJ n Pj # m, then %(PJ = Pj by Theorem 3.1. 
Consequently, %(S) = S and 8(B) = B. 
This simple lemma leads to a theorem which characterizes those vertex- 
transitive graphs which are not complete graphs. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let G be vertex-transitive and suppose S E C(G) admits 
exactly k 3 1 atomic parts, where each atomic part contains p(G) vertices. 
Let B denote the disjoint union of these k atomic parts. Then 
(i) G is isomorphic to a disjoint union of n > 2 copies of B together 
with some additional edges joining them; 
(ii) K(G) = mkp(G), for some integer m > 1; 
(iii) every minimum cutset C of G contains an independent k-subset 
of vertices. 
Proof (i). Let y be any vertex of B. Since G is vertex-transitive, for 
every x E V(G) there exists % E A(G) such that 8(y) = x; and so x s %(B) 
for some 8 E A(G). The result is now immediate from Lemma 3.1, and the 
fact that S 2 (V(G) - V(B)) so that n 3 2. 
(ii) Suppose SE C(G) admits atomic parts P, ,..., Pk. Suppose 
CE C(G) admits parts Q, , 12% ,..., Qj . We first show that either 
%(& V(P,)) C C or %(& V(P,)) n C = m for every % E A(G). 
Suppose P E {P, ,..., P,) and % E A(G) are such that %(V(P)) n C # m . 
Since %(P) is also an atomic part by Lemma 2.1, then %(V(P)) C C by 
Theorem 3.2. Since C E C(G), every z E %(V(P)) c C is adjacent to at least 
one vertex of Qi(i = l,..., j) and this implies %(S) n Qi # m, (i = l,..., j) 
since %(V(P)) C C. Let m E (l,..., k}. Then %(Pm) is an atomic part with 
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respect to B(S) E C(G) by Lemma 2.1. Every element of O(S) must be 
adjacent to some element of O( V(P,)). If e(PJ n Q, # o for some 
t E (l,...,j) then &Pm) _C Q8 by Theorem 3.2. It would then follow that 
some element of O(V(P,)) n V(Q,) is adjacent to some element of 
B(S) n k/4&) for every i = l,..., j, but this is impossible since Q, ,..., Qj 
are parts with respect to C. Hence 8(V(Pm)) C C, (PI = I,..., k)” 
Let y E V(PI). For every x E C there exists 6 E A(G) such that B(y) = x 
and so x E 8(B). The result is now immediate from 
(iii) Suppose S E C(G) admits atomic parts PI ,.‘.) P, . Let C E C(G), 
y E V(P& x E C. For some 6 E A(G), then B(y) = x and it follows that 
0(yt=, V(Pi)) _C C by proof of (ii) above. choose xi E B(P’(P()), (i = I,..., k). 
Then (xi ,..., xte) is an independent set since no two parts with respect to 
O(S) will contain mutually adjacent vertices. 
It is easy to see the values of 1ty1, n are best possible in Theorem 3.3 by 
‘dermg the lexicographic product G = I&,, 0 Kt ; (t > 7, q > 2). 
K(G) = qt and a minimum cutset admits 4 atomic parts each iso- 
morphic to I& . In this example, y1 = 2, and nz = 3, 
We now prove the uniqueness of the number of atomic parts for any 
vertex-transitive graph, and we find the same proof shows that not more 
than one nonatomic part occurs in conjunction with any atomic part. 
THEOREM 3.4 [l, Theorem 3.61. Let G be vertex-tr~~$~t~ve and suppose 
SE C(G) admits exactly k 3 1 atomic parts. Thea 
(i) every C E C(G) admits either k or 0 atomic parts; 
(ii) S admits at most one nonatomic part in conjunction with the k 
atomic parts. 
ProoJ Ht suffices to show that vertex-transitive graph G contains at 
least one atomic part PO with respect to some S,, E C(G) such that S, 
admits at most one nonatomic part. For then let P be any atomic part 
with respect to S, and let x E V(P) and y f V(PJ. There exists 6’ E A(G) 
such that 9(y) = x. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that @(PO) is an atomic 
part of G, so 8(P,J = P by Theorem 3.1, and also B(S,J = S. It also 
follovr~s from Lemma 2.1 that the image under 0 of each part with respect 
to SO is a part with respect to S = B(S,). Hence, the result of (i) and (ii) 
is immediate from the isomorphism of pairs of parts admitted by SO 
and B(S,) = S. 
Suppose P is an atomic part with respect to SE C(G). Suppose S also 
admits t > 0 nonatomic parts Pl ,..., Pt . Witbo~t loss of generality, 
we may assume S and Pl are so chosen that Pl has the largest possible 
number of vertices for any nonatomic part admitted in co~j~~ctio~ with 
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at least one atomic part by any minimum cutset of G. If t = 0 or t = 1 
we are done. 
Suppose t > 2. Let y E V(P,). By 16, Theorem 2(ii)], y is a vertex of 
some atomic part P, with respect to a unique minimum cutset S, . By 
Theorem 3.2, P, C P, and V(P,) n S = m . It follows that S, _C (S u V(P&) 
because elements of V(P,) are adjacent only to elements of V(P,) or S. 
Since 1 S j = j S, 1 = K(G) and S # S, , there exists at least one 
z E S - (S, u V(P,)). Furthermore, z is adjacent to at least one vertex 
of part PI with respect to S. Hence, V(PI) U (z> is contained in some 
connected nonatomic part with respect to S, . Since S, admits atomic 
part P,, this contradicts the maximality of PI which was previously 
assumed. Therefore, t < 1, which completes the proof. 
We have now shown the structure of a vertex-transitive graph is quite 
dependent on the number of atomic parts which occur at once with respect 
to a single minimum cutset. Instead of atomic parts which each contain 
a unique minimum number of vertices regardless of the associated 
minimum cutset, we may consider a nonatomic part which has a minimal 
vertex set among several nonatomic parts admitted by a single minimum 
cutset. In the case that 3 or more nonatomic parts occur together, we 
next prove results for a minimal nonatomic part which are similar to the 
results of Theorems 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4(ii) and we present examples to show 
these results do not extend to the case of only 2 nonatomic parts. 
4. CONFIGURATIONS PERTAINING TO MINIMAL PARTS 
Suppose S E C(G). We say part P with respect to S is S-minimal if 
I W’)l G I v(Q)1 f or every part Q with respect to S. An S-minimal part 
is not necessarily unique. 
We need only to prove an extension of Theorem 3.2. Then proofs 
nearly identical to those of Theorems 3.3, 3.4(ii) do suffice to complete 
the results for S-minimal parts which are quite similar to the results for 
atomic parts. It is necessary to require k > 3 nonatomic parts in all, 
since the result of Theorem 4.1 fails for k = 2. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G be vertex-transitive such that SE C(G) admits 
k > 3 nonatomic parts. Let Pi be an S-minimal part and 6’ E A(G). Then 
either O(V(PJ) c S or e(V(PJ) n S = @ . 
Proof. Assume the result fails for some 0 E A(G). Without loss of 
generality we may assume for PI that PI n tI(PJ = P” # m and 
G(S n e(V(P,>)) = P’ # 0, (possiblyj = 1 for the distinguished part Pj). 
Let e(S) = K. Clearly, K E C(G) and K admits k parts that are pairwise 
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isomorphic ts the nonatomic parts PI ,..., Pk which are admitted by S. 
Let D, = V(PJ n d(S), (i = l,..., k)~ Let D, = S n O(S) and 
S’ = S - (Ds u V(P’)). Note that Ds , s’, and Di 9 (I = l,..., k), are 
pairwise mutually disjoint subsets of V(P). 
Since S E C(G), every x E V(P’) C S is adjacent to at least one yi E V(P4) 
for every i = l,..., k. Either yi E B(S) or yi E O(V(Pi>> since yi is adjacent 
to x E V(F) C d(V(PJ) and both P, and 6’(P,) are connected subgraphs. 
Suppose yi E d(V(Pj)). s ince Pj is an S-minimal art, j ~(V(~~j~~ = 
j V(rP,>/ < j V(PJi. It follows that at least one element of Y(Pi) can not 
belong to B(V(P,)) because P’ # o by assumption. It follows for 
connected subgraph F,: that at least one z E (VgP,) - ~~~(~~~~~ must be 
adjacent to an element of d(V(PJ) and so z E O(s). 
V(PJ n S(S) # m so j Di / 2 1, (i = I,..., k). 
bserve that P” is a part with respect to cutset ( 
Because j C / > K(C) for every cutset C, then 
This implies / V(P)1 3 CF=, / Di ]. 
Suppose for some t E {2,..., k} that Q = V(PJ -- O(,S w  V(Pj)) # m. 
Then elements of Q may only be adjacent to each other or be adjacent to 
vertices of (DL u -I), u 5”). It follows that (D, w  Ds u 5”) is a cutset which 
admits 6(Q) as one or more nonempty parts in addition to a distinct part 
containing S(P& So 
/ 13t / t j D,y j + 1 s’ 1 > K(G) = / s 1 = 1 Ds / + I S’ j -!T 1 V(P’)l. 
This implies j Dt / > 1 V(P’)/. 
By hypothesis, k 2 3; and by the assumption, j Di j > E, (i = I,..., k); 
hence, Cf=, j Di j > / Dt j for 2 < t < k. It would now follow that 
j Dt j 3 j V(P’>[ > CFzz j Di j > j Bt j, which is impossible. 
Suppose for all t E (2,..., k} that V(PJ _C B(S v V(PJ 
S-minimal, j V(P,> U V(P& > 2 j V(Pj)l. If O(Pj> (3 S = 
i WVj) A (Pz U P3N -c I JVJI < B I JVd u “J(pdl. 
From the assumption that V(P,) _C O(S u V(P& for every t E (2,..,, k) 
and by the minimal property of Pi , it now follows that 
I WI n (V(&l u V(&>)l > + I VU3 u W%>!. 
Rence 
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Since P’ is properly contained in I~(PJ by assumption, it would then follow 
that 
which is impossible. 
The theorem now follows. 
COROLLARY 4.1.1. Let G be vertex-transitive such that S E C(G) 
admits k > 3 nonatomic parts. Let P be an S-minimal part and Q be any 
other part with respect to S. Suppose I3 E A(G) is such that O(P) n Q # m. 
Then O(P) C Q. 
Proof. The result is trivial from Theorem 4.1 because O(P) is a con- 
nected subgraph, and if &V(P)) $ S then &V(P)) n S = m . 
COROLLARY 4.1.2. Let G be vertex-transitive such that S E C(G) admits 
k >, 3 nonatomic parts. Suppose P is an S-minimal part of G. Then P 
is a vertex-transitive graph. 
Proof. If G is vertex-transitive then for every x, y E V(P) there exists 
0 E A(G) such that 8(x) = y. It follows from Corollary 4.1.1 that B(P) = P. 
COROLLARY 4.1.3. Let G be vertex-transitive such that SE C(G) 
admits k > 3 non-atomic parts. Suppose PI and Pz are distinct S-minimal 
parts. Then PI and P, are isomorphic. 
Proof. Let x e V(P,) and y E V(P,). There exists 6 E A(G) such that 
O(x) = y, and so O(P,) C P, by Corollary 4.1.1. Since PI and P, are both 
S-minimal, then 1 V(P,)I = ] V(PJ], and it follows that 6(P,) = Pz . 
COROLLARY 4.1.4. Let G be vertex-transitive such that S E C(G) admits 
k > 3 nonatomic parts. Suppose S admits exactly d 2 2 isomorphic 
S-minimalparts PI ,..., Pd . Let B denote the disjoint union of these dparts. 
Then B is a block of G with respect to A(G). 
Proof. Suppose 0 E A(G) is such that @(Pi) n Pj # % for some i, j. 
As in the proof of Corollary 4.1.3, then &Pi) = Pj . From Lemma 2.1, it 
follows that e(s) = S. Since ] e(V(P,))\ = 1 V(P31 for all m, n = l,..., d, 
it is necessary that B(B) = B. 
We can now characterize those vertex-transitive graphs for which some 
minimum cutset admits at least 3 nonatomic parts. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let G be vertex-transitive such that Se C(G) admits 
k >, 3 nonatomic parts and exactly dparts which are S-minimal. Let B be 
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the disjoint union of the set of d > 2 isomorphic djst~~ct ~~mi~~r~a~parts. 
The!?. 
(i) G is isomorphic to a disjoint union ofn >, 2 copies of B together 
with some additional edges joining these vertices; 
(ii) K(G) = m j V(B)\, for some integer m > 1. 
PvooJ The proofs of(i) and (ii) are strictly analogous to the proofs of 
Theorem 3.3 (i), (ii) by making the obvious substitutions of BJorollary 4.1.4 
and Theorem 4.1 for Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, respectively. 
It is seen from [l, Example 3.31 that m = 1 and 72 = 2 are best possi 
vaIues. 
The result of Theorem 4.2 is false in the case k = 2 and d = 1 or d = 2. 
consider the following example which is readily extended to arbitrarily 
large vertex sets. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let V(C,> = (a,, a, ,..., a7} and V(&) = (x, , xX, x2 ) x3). 
Let vertex-transitive graph H = C, 0 C, so that j V(H)/ = 32. Form 
from H by deleting precisely the edges of the set 
Nai , ~2, (ai T x,)1: j = (i + Mod 8) and 
p = (k + 2)(mod 4), (i, j = O,..., 71, (k, p = 0, 1, 2, 313. 
A routine check shows that vertex-transitivity has been preserved in 
by the symmetric deletion of edges. An atomic part of H’ is a single vertex 
and K(H’) = 8. HOWeVer, s = ((ai , &I: (i = 1: i), (k = 0, 1, 2, 3)) is 
a minimum cutset of H’ which admits two isomorphic nonatomic parts 
each containing a total of 12 vertices. But neither j V(I7’)j = 32 nor 
K(H’) = 8 is divisible by 12. Hence, Theorem 4.2 fails for k = d = 2. 
A similar deletion of edges of C,, 0 C4 and the same choice of indices 
for S yields a total of 44 vertices, but the connectivity is nd S admits 
2 nonatomic parts with 12 and 24 vertices. Hence, Theor 4.2 fails for 
k = 2 and d= 1. 
We conclude by proving a result for minimal parts which is similar 
to Theorem 3.4(ii). 
THEQRE~M 4.3. Let G be a vertex-transitive graph such that S E C(G) 
admits k > 3 nonatomic parts. Suppose P is an S-rni~~ma~ part. Then 5’ 
admits at most one part PI which is not isomorphic to P. 
ProoJ Suppose SE C(G) admits k > 3 nonatomic parts. Without 
loss of generality, we may number the parts so that 
I Wl)l 3 I Wdl b *‘- 3 I ~~~,dl 
is an S-minimal nonatomic part. 
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Let i E (1, 2,..., k - 11. If 1 V(PJ = 1 V(P& then Pi and P, are 
isomorphic by Corollary 4.1.3. 
Suppose j V(P,)I > j V(P&. Let x E V(P,) and y E: V(P,) and 0 E A(G) 
be such that e(x) = y. Then B(P,) C PI , by Corollary 4.1 .l. It follows that 
e(S) C S u V(P,) since each element of e(5’) must be adjacent to at least 
one element of e(V(P,)) c V(P,). Since PI is connected and ] V(P,)j > 
/ O(V(P,))( by supposition, then 0(S) n V(P,) # m and there exists at 
least one element z E (S - B(S)). Obviously, z 6 V(PJ. However, 
B(S) e C(G) and it follows that section subgraph 
G((z) u V(P,) u V(P,) u *a* u V(P,)) 
is a connected subgraph of some part Q with respect to 6(S). Since 
I WZ)l > I Wdl, (i = A..., k), it is only possible that Q = B(P,) be a 
part with respect to 8(S) E C(G). Hence, j V(P,)l > 1 If(P (i = 2,..., k). 
If [ V(P,)j > 1 V(P,)J, then a similar argument shows [ V(P,)j > j V(P,)[ 
which is impossible, and the theorem now follows. 
Existence of all classes of parts of vertex-transitive graphs not explicitly 
forbidden by the previous theorems is known. Such examples are found 
in [l, Examples 3.1-3.41 which include vertex-transitive graphs with a 
minimum cutset which admit at least one of the following: 
(i) arbitrarily many S-minimal parts (for either atomic or non- 
atomic parts); 
(ii) arbitrarily large vertex set of the S-minimal part; 
(iii) with or without a non-S-minimal part in conjunction to the 
S-minimal parts; 
(iv) anyone of the above with either K(G) = p(G) or K(G) -c p(G). 
In summary, the structure of a vertex-transitive graph is quite dependent 
on the set of parts admitted by any minimum cutset except for the case of 
exactly two nonatomic parts admitted by a minimum cutset. The results 
are analogous for either atomic or S-minimal nonatomic parts in the case 
that at least 3 parts are admitted by the minimum cutset. 
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